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Seeing the ‘black box’ differently: assessor cognition
from three research perspectives
Andrea Gingerich,1 Jennifer Kogan,2 Peter Yeates,3 Marjan Govaerts4 & Eric Holmboe5

CONTEXT Performance assessments, such as
workplace-based assessments (WBAs), represent a crucial component of assessment strategy in medical education. Persistent concerns
about rater variability in performance assessments have resulted in a new field of study
focusing on the cognitive processes used by
raters, or more inclusively, by assessors.
METHODS An international group of researchers met regularly to share and critique key findings in assessor cognition research. Through
iterative discussions, they identified the prevailing approaches to assessor cognition research
and noted that each of them were based on
nearly disparate theoretical frameworks and literatures. This paper aims to provide a conceptual review of the different perspectives used by
researchers in this field using the specific example of WBA.
RESULTS Three distinct, but not mutually
exclusive, perspectives on the origins and possible solutions to variability in assessment
judgements emerged from the discussions
within the group of researchers: (i) the assessor

as trainable: assessors vary because they do not
apply assessment criteria correctly, use varied
frames of reference and make unjustified inferences; (ii) the assessor as fallible: variations arise
as a result of fundamental limitations in human
cognition that mean assessors are readily and
haphazardly influenced by their immediate context, and (iii) the assessor as meaningfully idiosyncratic: experts are capable of making sense of
highly complex and nuanced scenarios through
inference and contextual sensitivity, which suggests assessor differences may represent legitimate experience-based interpretations.
CONCLUSIONS Although each of the perspectives discussed in this paper advances our
understanding of assessor cognition and its
impact on WBA, every perspective has its limitations. Following a discussion of areas of concordance and discordance across the
perspectives, we propose a coexistent view in
which researchers and practitioners utilise
aspects of all three perspectives with the goal
of advancing assessment quality and ultimately
improving patient care.
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INTRODUCTION

The primary goal of medical education is to produce highly competent practitioners capable of
improving the health and health care of their
patients and their communities.1,2 Much has been
written about the shortcomings of the current
medical education system in achieving this goal,3,4
especially around the quality of clinical performance assessment.5 One type of performance
assessment, workplace-based assessment (WBA),
incorporates the assessment of complex clinical
tasks within day-to-day practice through direct
observation of trainees as they authentically interact
with patients in real clinical settings. Direct observation provides information and data to inform judgements about trainee progress. Workplace-based
assessment has become an essential component of
medical education because, ultimately, clinical
supervisors must be able to determine if a trainee
can be entrusted with the tasks or activities critical
to the profession.6
Despite the importance and necessity of their use,
WBA and other performance assessments have measurement limitations.7–9 These limitations, such as
low inter-rater reliability, are often attributed to flaws
in assessors’ judgements.10–12 In fact, when psychometrics are used to analyse performance assessments,
often a greater amount of variance in ratings can be
accounted for by the assessors (i.e. rater variance)
than the trainees (i.e. true score variance).13–15 Rater
or assessor cognition research is a relatively new
domain in medical education which focuses on the
investigation of assessors’ cognitive processes and
their impact on assessment quality. In this paper, the
term ‘assessor’ will be used rather than ‘rater’ to
emphasise that assessment involves not only rating
(numerical scores), but the provision of narrative
comments, feedback and supervisory decisions. By
better understanding the limitations and strengths of
the cognitive processes used by assessors, compatible
modifications in assessment practices could be made
to improve the defensibility of assessment decisions
and the learning value of formative feedback
exchanged with trainees, and ultimately to contribute to increased public safety.

METHODS

An international group of researchers met regularly to share and critique key findings in assessor
cognition research. Through iterative discussions,
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the group identified the prevailing approaches to
assessor cognition research and noted that each of
them were based on nearly disparate theoretical
frameworks and literatures. This resulted in different and sometimes contrasting implications for optimising assessment practices. Given the increasing
importance of performance assessment within competency-based assessment, it seemed prudent to
provide a conceptual review of the different perspectives used by researchers in this field. Using
the specific example of WBA, each perspective is
explored individually and then jointly to further
our understanding of assessor cognition. As such,
this paper is not a systematic review of any of the
literatures discussed and nor is it meant to be a
conclusive statement on the way assessor cognition
research should progress.

RESULTS

There appear to be three distinct, although not
mutually exclusive, perspectives on assessor cognition within the research community. The first perspective describes potentially controllable cognitive
processes invoked during assessment and draws on
components of behavioural learning theory to help
frame an approach to reduce unwanted variability in
assessors’ assessments through faculty training. The
second perspective draws on social psychology
research and focuses on identifying the automatic
and unavoidable biases of human cognition so that
assessment systems can compensate for them. A third
perspective draws from socio-cultural theory and the
expertise literature and proposes that variability in
judgements could provide useful assessment information within a radically different assessment design.
Although there is some conceptual overlap among
the perspectives, there are striking differences in the
fundamental assumptions being made and the theories being used. Importantly, the first two perspectives assume that any given performance exhibits a
singular ‘true’ standard of performance; although
they differ in their explanations of assessor variability, both perspectives view it as error. Conversely, the
third perspective argues that variability may arise as a
result of multiple legitimately different truths, which
may not represent error. It seems necessary to explicitly describe these three different perspectives on
assessor cognition as their differences may have challenging implications for future assessment solutions
and research. In the effort to best describe the distinctiveness of each perspective, some slight oversimplification and some degree of polarisation of the
perspectives were necessary.
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Perspective 1. The assessor as trainable
From this perspective, inter-assessor variability in
WBA is seen as the result of assessors not ‘knowing’
or correctly ‘applying’ assessment criteria. Therefore, variability in assessment judgements reflects
inaccuracy in the information provided by assessors
and this variability must be minimised to improve
the quality of assessment information. A viable
solution to reduce variability in judgements and
improve measurement outcomes in assessments is
the provision of targeted training for assessors. This
training would aim to improve consistency in assessment judgements by providing practice using relevant guidelines, performance criteria and an
agreed-upon frame of reference to assess performances.
This perspective is partially grounded in behavioural
learning theory, which assumes that trainee learning
has occurred when there are observable changes in
the trainee’s behaviours (or actions) which can be
measured and evaluated. Learning tasks can be broken down into specific measurable behaviours16
and, by identifying specific behavioural objectives,
learners can know exactly what behaviours should
be performed.17,18 Assessment criteria are used to
specify how learning will be evaluated17,18 and rigorous standards for evaluating the educational outcome can help to ensure assessment accountability.16
Assessment then relies on deciding if the trainee met
the objectives, which can be determined by detecting
the expected observable behaviour in the learner.
Assessment measures (i.e. scoring rubrics) are criterion-referenced in that learners are assessed according to how well they do rather than by how well they
rank among their peers.19,20
In WBA, in which assessors observe and assess trainees with patients, assessors must be able to identify
trainees’ ‘desired’ and ‘undesired’ behaviours (clinical skills). Because many core clinical skills are associated with specific criteria by which quality care
can be defined,21,22 assessors should use these criteria as they observe and assess trainees. For example,
best practices have been defined for many skills
related to history taking, physical examination and
counselling.23–28 If the desired endpoint of medical
education is based on these definitions of clinical
care quality,29,30 then best practices for care quality
should inform trainee assessment, and assessors
should use these quality metrics to assess clinical
skills.31 A single stimulus, the interaction between a
trainee and a patient, would then ideally result in
more similar responses by assessors. However,

assessors often fail to appropriately use quality metrics to assess clinical skills.
Research in WBA has revealed at least three key cognitive processes used by assessors that could
adversely influence assessments. One is that assessors use variable frames of reference, or standards,
against which they judge trainees’ performance.32–35
‘Unsatisfactory’, ‘satisfactory’ and ‘superior’ are
common anchors on many assessment tools.36 How
these anchors are interpreted is very variable. For
example, some assessors use these scales normatively, defining as ‘satisfactory’ a performance that a
trainee at a particular level of training would be
expected to deliver, even if they are uncertain about
what skills should be expected at a given stage of
training or what constitutes competence.32,34
Another particularly prevalent frame of reference
that assessors use is themselves. While observing
trainees with patients, assessors commonly use their
own skills as comparators (the ‘self’ as the frame of
reference).32,37 This is problematic for assessment
because practising physicians’ clinical skills may be
variable, or sometimes even deficient, in core skill
domains such as history taking, physical examination and counselling.38–41 If our goal in assessment
is to determine whether care meets quality standards (the observable outcome), assessors must
know and be able to accurately assess a trainee for
the presence or absence of skills that define highquality patient care. They may be less able to do this
if their own clinical skills are insufficient. We know
that some faculty members cannot articulate what
drives their assessment and can only provide a ‘gut’
or ‘gestalt’ rating.32 For many assessors, the criteria
they use to assess trainees develop experientially
and different individuals subsequently come to
focus on different aspects of performance, which
results in variable definitions among assessors of
what determines quality.32,33 As a consequence, it is
rare for assessors to explicitly apply criteria of best
practice when assessing clinical performances.32
A second potential source of measurement error
arises when assessors make inferences during direct
observation (deriving what seem to be logical conclusions from premises that are assumed to be true)
rather than assessing observable behaviours.32,42
Assessors make inferences about trainees’ knowledge, skills (competence) and attitudes (work ethic,
emotions, intentions, personality).32,43 Assessors do
not recognise when they are making these inferences and do not validate them for accuracy.32
Unchecked inferences risk ‘distorting’ the accurate
assessment of the trainee because the assessor’s
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inferences cannot be observed and measured; this
leads to greater inter-assessor variability and ultimately faulty assessment.
A third cognitive process used by assessors that
might increase assessment variability is the modifying of assessment judgements to avoid unpleasant
repercussions. For example, some faculty members
might artificially inflate a rating so that they are not
compelled to have a conversation with a trainee
about a marginal assessment, whereas others focus
on their roles and responsibilities as coaches and do
not shy away from giving lower ratings.32 Some may
inflate assessments in order to be perceived as popular and likable teachers, but this is not true of all
assessors.32 There is also variability in how much
assessors avoid stringent assessments in order to
avert conversations with institutional leaders in
which they may be asked to defend their assessments.32,44,45 There are many stimuli within the culture of WBA that may lead assessors to variably
synthesise what initially may have been somewhat
similar observations of trainees into different assessment judgements.
From this perspective, the aforementioned sources
of error can, in part, be addressed through faculty
development (i.e. the assessor is trainable) and certain principles of behavioural learning theory can
be invoked to support proposed ‘training solutions’.
Germane to behaviourism, in a competency-based
training paradigm, competencies, milestones and
entrustable professional activities are articulated
(with the caveat that the goals and objectives do not
represent only behaviours, but also knowledge and
skills) and subsequently measured.46,47 If quality
patient care is the assessment endpoint, then assessment of trainees should be based upon those competencies needed to achieve the delivery of highquality care in unsupervised practice.29 To accomplish this, assessors will need to learn a criterionbased approach to assessment in which trainee performance is compared with pre-specified criteria
that are ideally grounded in evidence-based best
practices. This may entail opportunities for assessors
to refresh or acquire the clinical skills they will need
to assess in WBA.48 Preliminary research suggests
that helping assessors develop a criterion-referenced
shared mental model may even mitigate some of
the pressures related to giving constructive feedback.
Faculty development techniques such as performance dimension training would enable assessors
to break down clinical skills into agreed-upon
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observable behaviours and to apply assessment criteria consistently. Training might also include reflection on the biases each assessor brings to the
assessment tasks, as well as learning to recognise
when inferences are being used. The goal would
not be to prevent inferences from being made, but
to help assessors develop awareness of when their
judgements may be based on inferences rather than
observed behaviours. Assessors could then make better judgements about the quality of the clinical skills
being performed.
The end result is that some of the cognitive processes typically used by assessors to make assessment
judgements may contribute to suboptimal assessments. This situation creates problems for learners,
assessors and patients. Learners receive mixed messages during assessment, as well as discrepant feedback, which can interfere with their learning
because there is inconsistency in what is or is not
being reinforced. An assessor, in making inaccurate
assessments of the trainee, may make poorly
informed supervision decisions. This, in turn, is a
potential threat to patient safety and care quality.
Perspective 2. The assessor as fallible
The first perspective relies on an inherent assumption that adequately resourced assessors will function like well-tuned analytical machines, and will
precisely observe and compare performance against
a defined standard. Logically, any difficulties with
this approach should be improved through clearer
frameworks or through training in more accurate
observation. Yet decades of research tell us that
these approaches make comparatively little difference.49 Why? A different body of literature challenges this ‘precise analytical machine’ assumption.
This second perspective sees assessor variability arising from fundamental limitations in human cognition. In short, low inter-rater reliability persists
despite training, not because assessors are ill prepared, but because human judgement is imperfect
and will always be readily influenced.
Cognitive and social psychology assert that assessors
cannot simply (passively) observe and capture performances.50 Human working memory and processing capacity are limited.51 Information is either lost
very quickly, or must be processed and linked to a
person’s pre-existing knowledge structures to allow
it to be retained and used.52 As a result, there can
be no such thing as ‘objective’ observation of performance. To retain and compare information long
enough to give scores and feedback, humans
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necessarily interfere with what they observe. These
cognitive processes are the source of many
described biases,53 and (within this perspective) the
origin of problems with judgement-based assessments.
Although numerous biases in cognition exist, some
illustration is useful. To make information cognitively manageable, people activate ‘schemas’ or networks of related information. Thus, for example,
the phrase ‘heart attack’ might activate a web of
information that contains pathophysiological concepts, typical symptoms, likely investigation findings,
and treatment algorithms.54 It might also activate a
mental image of a ‘typical’ heart attack patient. The
notion of a ‘typical’ patient, or person, arises from
our tendency to categorise people,55 which leaves us
open to ‘representativeness bias’,56 whereby, rather
than effortfully processing all available information,
we tend to compare key features of a new person
with those of a ‘typical’ example of the quantity we
are interested in (i.e. a ‘typical’ heart attack patient
or a ‘typical’ competent trainee). By judging the
similarity between the new and ‘typical’ people, we
judge whether it is likely that the new person is
indeed having a heart attack or is a competent trainee. This saves a lot of mental effort, but means we
tend to ignore important information, and this can
bias our judgements. This type of bias is well illustrated by the literature on stereotypes.
Once active, stereotypes (or the tendency for
impressions of a person to be influenced by his
membership of a group rather than his individual
features), can distort which features individuals pay
attention to,57 the judgements they reach58 and
their recall of what occurs.59 The latter is particularly important: rather than ‘objectively’ recalling
what they have just observed, people may unconsciously ‘fill in the blanks’ based on what their
stereotypical beliefs suggest.60 This is particularly
important in WBA because it will distort not just
scores, but also the feedback given to trainees.
Importantly, the influence of stereotypes is often
not under conscious control: changes in context
determine which stereotypes are activated,61 and
people are often unaware of the unconscious
thoughts that influence either their cognition62 or
behaviour.63 Emotions,64 time pressure,59 circadian
rhythms,65 motivation, pre-existing levels of prejudice66 and individual cognitive preferences67 all
have bearing on the degree to which stereotypes
influence individual decisions, making their influence haphazard and hard to predict. Instructions to

avoid stereotyping can make their influence paradoxically worse,68 which makes it unlikely that simple training will overcome the problem.
Although this issue has been well demonstrated in
social psychology, the extent to which stereotypes
influence assessment judgements in medical education is unknown. However, we do know that senior
doctors possess well-developed stereotypes of the
way that ethnic minority students may perform or
behave69 and that, in other aspects of education,
unconscious stereotyping of ethnic minorities can
be seen to account for the reduced academic
achievement of these students.70 It has previously
been shown that doctors judging performances of
trainees are over-confident in their judgements
(they are right less often than they think).71 Judgemental overconfidence is thought to typically arise
as a result of representativeness bias,56 which suggests that these effects may well be at work in assessment judgements.
Whereas the influence of stereotypes on assessors’
judgements remains to be elucidated, the influences
of other biases are clearer. Humans are known to
be poor at judging or scaling absolute quantities;
judgements are easily influenced by contextual
information72 through processes known as assimilation or contrast effects.73 Recently, Yeates et al.34
showed that the scores given to intermediate performances in mini-clinical examination (mini-CEX)
assessments are influenced to a moderately large
degree by the standard of immediately preceding
performances, biasing scores away from the preceding performance. A follow-up study suggested that
this effect can occur across a range of performance
levels, is fairly robust and that assessors may lack
insight into its operation.33
Other authors have theoretically considered ways
that categorical thinking,55 cognitive load74,75 or
first impressions76 might influence assessors’ judgements in medical education. Although detailed
empirical investigation of these claims is awaited,
initial investigation has shown that examiners in
objective structured clinical examinations (OSCEs)
experience higher mental workload than occurs in
routine clinical work.77 Consequently there is much
reason to suggest that flaws in human cognition that
have been thoroughly described in other arenas are
likely to influence assessor cognition in medical
education.
Having noted the often unconscious and uncontrollable nature of these limitations in human judgement,
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we must face the possibility that they cannot easily be
overcome through either training or more detailed
assessment frameworks. In fact, as making more
detailed checklists might increase the cognitive load
experienced by assessors, this approach could potentially (paradoxically) worsen the very problem it
hopes to improve.75
It would be easy, therefore, to conclude that this
perspective demands a nihilistic view of judgementbased assessments: judgement is flawed and cannot
be fixed. It does not. Instead, it suggests that progress may lie within a toolbox of possible cognitive
interventions. For example, although (as mentioned
earlier) asking people to avoid stereotyping can paradoxically worsen the influence of stereotypes, an
alternative approach may be more effective. Recent
research indicates that people can be induced to
adopt an ‘egalitarian motivation’ prior to making
judgements of a person.78,79 This reduced the cognitive activation of stereotypes78,79 and lessened the
influence of stereotypes on behavioural intentions
and interpersonal interactions.79 It may therefore
be that improvements in judgements can be
achieved by first elucidating the effect of cognitive
influences on judgements, and secondly finding corresponding cognitive tools to counteract these
effects.
Needless to say, much further work is required
before any claims can be made about the potential
benefits of these approaches. Even if these interventions are successful, they are unlikely to completely
overcome contextual influences on judgements.74
One possible implication of this perspective would
be to seek ways to replace human judgement with
algorithmic measurement. Recent research has
shown that a computer-learning algorithm can distinguish between novice and expert laparoscopic
surgeons with reasonable accuracy by measuring
and analysing their hand movements. No human
judgement is involved.80 Perhaps further developments of this sort will gradually replace human
judgement. This second perspective views assessor
variations as the product of fundamental limitations
in human cognition. Recognising this requires the
medical education community to seek a set of solutions that differ from those our traditional
approaches have supplied.
Perspective 3. The assessor as meaningfully
idiosyncratic
In the previous two perspectives, variability in assessors’ judgements is described as being problematic for
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measuring competency, for making assessment decisions and for giving feedback. Quite reasonably
then, the proposed solutions aim to increase the
reliability of assessors’ judgements. In the third perspective, the view of assessor variability is radically
different. One of its fundamental questions concerns what happens if variability, at least in part,
derives from the forming by assessors of relevant
and legitimate but different, and sometimes conflicting, interpretations. This perspective examines
potential sources of idiosyncrasy within assessor cognition that could provide meaningful assessment
information, but also lead to variability, assessor disagreement and low inter-rater reliability.
In the non-standardised reality of WBA, variance
attributable to the idiosyncrasies of assessors is only
outmatched by variance attributable to context specificity.81–83 From a psychometric measurement
standpoint, neither of these sources of variance
reveal anything about the trainee’s competence and
are generally assumed to contribute to measurement error. Viewed from situated cognition theory
and socio-cultural (learning) theories, however, context-specific variation is not ‘error’. According to
these theories, context is not an inert or interchangeable detail separate from a trainee’s performance, but instead is viewed as enabling and
constraining the trainee’s ability to perform any
intended or required skills.84–86 This is because context is understood to encompass all the dynamic
interactions between everyone and everything within
an environment, and is not just a label for the physical location.84,85,87,88 Based on this understanding of
context, trainees will not have full control over the
events within a clinical encounter and their competence will instead be shaped by, revealed within,
and linked to that unique context.89,90
Viewpoints such as these make it more difficult to
think of context as something to be disregarded or
averaged across. They also call into question the
idea of competence as something that resides solely
within each trainee and remains stable across different places, patients and time.91 On the contrary,
competence has been described as being socially
constructed and needing to be demonstrated and
perceived by others.92–94 The idea of perceiving others’ competence is especially important for WBA
because many of the key constructs that must be
assessed are not directly observable.95 Instead, constructs such as patient-centredness, professionalism,
humanism and many others must be inferred from
observable demonstrations.89,93 Inferences are also
required for making judgements of responsibility,
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praise and blame96–99 that are essential to clinical
supervision decisions. If we assume that trainees’
clinical performance is constructed through
dynamic interactions with contexts, then there is a
need for contextualised interpretations of those performances. Consequently, a WBA designed to
accommodate this would require an instrument with
the sensitivity to detect unpredictable changes in
performance across contexts. The instrument would
also need sufficient specificity to pick out key features of a performance amidst a barrage of potentially useful data. In addition, it would need the
wisdom to make useful inferences and extrapolations from observed events. Fortuitously or not, such
an instrument is already being used. Expert assessors could perform these tasks by making social
inferences and may be essential for high-quality
WBA designs.
With this in mind, it may be informative to refer to
discussions about expert judgement in clinical diagnosis. Research increasingly suggests that assessor
expertise resembles diagnostic expertise in the clinical domain to a remarkable extent.43,100,101 Experienced clinicians use rapid, automatic pattern
recognition to form diagnostic impressions; they
very rapidly cluster sets of information into meaningful patterns, enabling fast and accurate diagnostic reasoning.102 They do not use detailed checklists
with signs and symptoms based on textbook knowledge as novices would do, and more than that, they
use information reflecting (subtle) variations in the
context of the patient encounter.103 The cognitive
processing used by experts is heavily reliant on the
identification and interpretation of relevant contextual cues. Hofstadter writes: ‘In fact, that’s the main
business of human brains – to take a complex situation and to put one’s finger on what matters in it, to
distil from an initial welter of sensations and ideas
what a situation really is all about. To spot the
gist.’104 In addition, experts can recognise anomalies that violate expectancies, note the significance
of the situation beyond the immediate events, identify what events have already taken place based on
the current situation, and form expectations of
events that are likely to happen also based on the
current situation.105–107 Human cognition is superb
at filtering through unlimited bits of incoming data
to discern relevant cues and make sense of situations.
In WBA, research findings indicate that experienced
assessors are similarly able to note situation-specific
cues in the assessment task, link task-specific cues
to task-specific performance requirements and

performance assessment, explicitly link specific
aspects of trainee performance to patient behaviours and the outcome of the consultation, and
form more comprehensive interpretations of performance.42,43 Even when experienced clinical assessors
are engaged in complex tasks, often under time
pressures and with conflicting as well as ill-defined
goals, they seem to be capable of identifying cues in
trainees’ performances that correlate with future
performances.100 They spot the gist.
Using humans as the assessment instrument adds
additional complexity, however. Assessor expertise,
as with any professional expertise, develops through
immersion within specific contexts.108 As each assessor’s expertise will have been influenced by different contexts and shaped by unique experiences,
different mental models of general performance,
task-specific performance and person schemas
might be expected, with each assessor inevitably
developing a unique cognitive filter.42,43 When
interpreting performance in context, assessors will
give meaning to their observations by using their
past experiences and understandings of their social,
cultural and contextual surroundings. Consequently,
assessors may spot different ‘gists’ or underlying
concepts within a complex performance and construct different interpretations of them.89,109 As
Delandshere and Petrosky write: ‘Judges’ values,
experiences, and interests are what makes them
capable of interpreting complex performances, but
it will never be possible to eliminate those attributes
that make them different, even with extensive training and “calibration”.’110 Variations in assessor judgements may very well represent variations in the way
performance can be understood, experienced and
interpreted.
From this perspective, differences in assessor judgements are not something to eliminate. This perspective does not deny that expert reasoning in
performance judgements may be flawed in a manner comparable with errors in experts’ diagnostic
reasoning.111 However, rather than reflecting suboptimal judgements, inconsistencies among assessors’
interpretations may very well reflect the complexity
of the performance and the inherently ‘subjective’
interpretation of that performance filtered through
the assessor’s understanding. If differences in assessment judgements were to come from differences in
the way the trainee’s performance can be perceived
and experienced by others, then the inconsistencies
among assessors’ interpretations might be complementary and equally valid. Assessor disagreement
may look less like error, for example, if many
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interpretations are collected and considered as
pieces of a composition that thoroughly describes
the trainee’s perceived competence.112 There could
be significant value in the aggregated information if
it could reveal specific, context-dependent patterns
of performance and performance interpretations.93
Even contradictory judgements might be informative if judgements were collected purposefully until
some type of information saturation was reached.113
A key benefit of using saturation, rather than reliability, to analyse assessors’ judgements is that it
provides the power to capture pockets of repeated
interpretations that may differ from the majority
interpretation yet represent important variants of
how that resident’s behaviour can be perceived.
There are certainly other implications for WBA
design. If experienced assessors are viewed as potentially important assessment instruments for WBA,
then it will be important to cultivate expertise in
assessors through the provision of ongoing feedback
and deliberate practice in making assessment judgements. Solutions that aim to minimise assessor variability, such as checklists and the reduction of tasks
into observable subcomponents, would be best
avoided as they may interfere with assessors making
expert judgements.91,114,115 Assessors would probably need to provide some form of narrative assessment information to help reveal the contextdependence of their interpretations. As for trainees,
because they may receive conflicting assessment
information from assessors, guided reflection may
help them to reconcile how others can derive an
interpretation of their behaviour that differs from
how it was intended. These conversations could be
incorporated into an assessment culture that focuses
on deliberate practice for the continual improvement of patient care and outcomes.

radically new assessment analyses, designs and culture may be needed. Even if it were possible for
assessors to be objective, this perspective would
argue that it is not desirable to eliminate these differences because in compilation they may contribute to a more comprehensive understanding of the
trainee’s abilities.

DISCUSSION

It is important to recognise that, for the foreseeable
future, WBA will be highly dependent on the judgement of humans. Few would deny that the primary
goal of medical education is to produce a highly
competent health care workforce to care for patients
and populations and that WBA is a critical component of clinical training. The three perspectives on
assessor cognition discussed above not only highlight
a number of difficulties with WBA, but, more importantly, challenge some of our preconceptions of
assessment and cognition. When considered separately, each proposes a reasonable and logical view of
assessor cognition. However, when considered simultaneously, the three perspectives may seem initially
to be irreconcilable. Instead of summarising each
perspective, we will take the opportunity to highlight
important commonalities that were not previously
discussed before noting some points of divergence.
We recognise this represents a synthesis developed
through literature review and an iterative group process. Accordingly, it is not meant to cover all possible
perspectives or to serve as a systematic review of the
literature. Despite the challenges highlighted in this
paper, we believe that WBA can be improved by integrating the areas of concordance and discordance
amongst the three perspectives.
Areas of concordance

In the third perspective, and similarly to the second
perspective, ideas of why it is unreasonable to
expect different assessors to interpret the same
trainee’s performance in exactly the same way are
shared. By contrast with the second perspective, variability has been described as a potentially useful
source of assessment information that stems from
assessors differently developing expertise and using
expert judgement. Workplace-based assessment is
filled with unpredictable assessment situations in
which assessors are continuously challenged to identify critical features of context-dependent performances. Experts may be well suited for this task, but
the inferences and extrapolations they use to interpret the performance may also introduce variability
into their judgements. To harness their insights,
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Several areas of concordance deserve elaboration.
Firstly, all three perspectives require assessors to
actually observe trainees interacting with patients
and all recognise that the current quantity and frequency of observation-based assessment of undergraduate and postgraduate medical trainees is less
than ideal. This is a serious deficiency in assessment
programmes, which requires immediate attention.36,116–124 Regardless of the perspective on assessor cognition, institutions must create clinical and
medical education systems that permit, promote
and sustain direct observation of trainees. Hence,
the first step to improving WBA requires institutions
to provide support and to ensure that faculty staff
actually do it.
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A second area of concordance among the three perspectives concerns the need for faculty members to
achieve and maintain their own clinical competence, while concomitantly developing expertise as
assessors. An impediment to assessing the quality of
specific skills performed by a trainee is an assessor’s
lack of awareness of the specific skills required to
competently perform that task. Therefore, faculty
development for assessors may need to include
training that refers to their own clinical skills development in addition to training in how to assess
those skills.
Finally, there are two mechanisms common to each
perspective that may help to maximise the strengths
and minimise the weaknesses of assessor cognition.
One concerns the robust sampling of tasks performed by each trainee and assessed by an equally
robust sample of assessors and is intended to
improve the reliability, validity, quality and defensibility of assessment decisions. The other is facilitated group discussions among assessors and
assessment decision makers that provide opportunities to synthesise all available assessment data to create a clearer composite picture of a trainee’s overall
performance.125 Group discussions allow both consistent and variable judgements to be explored and
better understood.126
Areas of discordance
There are also areas of discordance, or incompatibilities, among the three perspectives that cannot be
ignored. For example, whether there exists one or
multiple ‘truths’, the goals of faculty development,
the utility of making inferences and the pursuit of
reliability have been previously discussed. Rather
than trying to overcome the discordances and fully
integrate the different perspectives into a unified
theory, it may be useful to identify circumstances in
which the strengths of a particular perspective may
be especially advantageous.
A simple football (soccer) analogy might help to
illustrate how different perspectives on assessor cognition could be purposefully matched to fundamentally different assessment situations to improve
WBA. A football player must place the ball into the
net in order to score a goal and anything outside
the boundary of the net is a miss. The delivery of
health care is similarly bounded; there are not limitless ways for trainees to provide safe, effective
patient-centred care. Some clinical tasks have tighter
boundaries, or a smaller ‘net’. For example, the
insertion of central venous catheters and the

management of mechanical ventilators to prevent
pneumonia should be performed within the boundaries specified by the latest evidence-based medicine
or procedural checklists. Variance from the standards in these cases should be limited. Correspondingly, it would be advantageous for assessor
judgements of these performances to have less variability. However, there are situations in which determining the quality of the trainee’s performance
depends on a larger number of contextual factors
such as the patient’s medical condition, needs and
culture, and system factors. For example, although
there are guidelines for delivering bad news (e.g.
the SPIKES127 framework), an appropriate performance under a specific combination of factors may
not be appropriate in a different combination of
factors. In other words, the boundary zone (i.e. the
size of the net) is wider for breaking bad news than
it is for central venous catheter insertion, but neither is infinite. For clinical encounters that can be
highly influenced by contextual factors, an assessment system that can accommodate variability and
expertise in assessors’ judgements may be appropriate and valuable.
Moving forward
As the emerging field of ‘assessor cognition’
research grows, these perspectives will help to align
and situate research, signposting ways to discuss discordant (even contradictory) empirical findings to
inform and develop assessment practice. Our goal
should not be to accept inherent limitations in
assessor cognition as an excuse to avoid improving
assessment design. Instead, we should critically
reflect on and strategically incorporate both the
concordant and discordant views presented by each
of these perspectives to enhance the quality of our
assessments.
All three perspectives will also need to account for
rapidly changing clinical care delivery models, a
critical contextual variable, that will substantially
impact medical education. Both learning and clinical care now occur increasingly in the context of
the interprofessional team and this will affect how
we think about the assessment of individuals.
Patients entrust faculty staff and education programmes to perform supervision and assessment in
a manner that effectively meets their needs in this
new context. Furthermore, it is likely that judgements of competence will be made through a
group process, meaning that groups will make
inferences based on others’ observations and ratings. In the end, regardless of which perspective of
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assessor cognition is emphasised or utilised, and of
how that perspective is used, the ultimate outcome
must be the same: the delivery of safe and effective
patient-centred care.
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